PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS
SUMMER – WINTER PHLEGMATIC - MELANCHOLIC T2/4
aka MOONLIGHT SUMMER, COOL SUMMER
This type is Summer in personality but more showy and
outgoing than the other Summer/Phlegmatics. The
Summer-Winter are organized, dependable, detail
oriented and effective. These strong characters can be
misperceived as weak and gentle.
Bringing together the ability from both of these seasons to
be good listeners, they are quite gentle and sensitive,
merciful and forgiving. They are still quite proper,
gracious, decent and dependable. They are said to
preferred manicured nails. They are courteous and would
never do anything that hurt another person.
Their general patience is sometimes overshadowed by a critical nature, from their secondary
Winter/Melancholic nature, can cause them to be quite self critical and they must guard
against negativism.
They are quite reserved, taking introversion from both seasons as
well. They may need to push themselves to be more involved in
their community or teams. They may need to overcome a fear of
overextending themselves, by setting better boundaries. This
results in most of what they say being quite well thought out in
advance.
MOONLIGHT SUMMER — (Summer mixed with Winter) Hair
coloring: dark ash brown to brunette or silver hair, and double blue
skin tone, that could place them in Winter, but they do not drape best
in dark Winter colors (though it is possible they could wear black and
it can be added to their fan). Their fan may include black or charcoalgray, best worn with white or cream. They often have rosy cheeks and a light rose-beige complexion.
If hair is dyed too warm, their skin will appear red and patchy. Eyes are most often deep or icy blue,
but might also be light green, medium gray or soft brown (though brown eyes are rare for Summers).
Summer eyes are translucent or mottled with wide band around iris (often gray). They often have
darker eyebrows than other summers.
Note: Eye color and pattern can show your secondary and hair color is random enough that it should not be an
overall determinant. Summer hair should be cool and muted.

Resources: Kentner, Scaman, Catholic Match, Hello Quizzy, pastoral-counseling-center.org
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